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Network Technology GSM / CDMA / HSPA / EVDO / LTE 2G bands GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900 CDMA 800 / 1900 3G bands HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1700(AWS) / 1900 / 2100 CDMA2000 1xEV-DO 4G bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 20, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 38, 40, 41, 66 Speed HSPA 42.2/5.76 Mbps, LTE-A (3CA)
Cat15 800/75 Mbps Launch Announced 2017, October 04 Status Available. Released 2017, October 17 Body Sizes 145.7 x 69.7 x 7.8 mm (5.74 x 2.74 x 0.31 inches) Weight 143 g (5.04 ounces) Build glass front (Gorilla Glass 5), aluminum/glass back, Aluminum frame SIM Nano-SIM card - eSIM IP67 dust/water is
resistant (up to 1 m in 30 minutes) Display Type AMOLED Size 5.0 inches, 68.9 cm2 (screen-to-body ratio 67.9%) Разрешение 1080 х 1920 пикселей, соотношение 16:9 (плотность 441 ppi) Защита Corning Gorilla Glass 5 Всегда на дисплее Платформа OS Android 8.0 (Oreo), модернизированная до Android 11
Chipset Квалкомм MSM899 8 Snapdragon 835 (10 нм) процессор Octa-core (4x2,35 ГГц Kryo и 4x1,9 ГГц Kryo) GPU Adreno 540 Карта памяти слот No Внутренний 64 ГБ 4 ГБ оперативной памяти, 128 ГБ оперативной памяти UFS 2.1 Основная камера Одноместный 12,2 MP , f/1.8, 27mm (широкий), 1/2.55,
1.4 'м, двойной пиксель PDAF, Лазерный AF, OIS Особенности Двойная светодиодная вспышка, HDR, панорама Видео 4K@30fps (гиро-EIS), 1080p@30/60/120fps (гиро-EIS), 720p@240fps (гиро-EIS) Звук Да, со стереодинамики 3,5 мм разъем No Comms WLAN Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, двухъязыкный, WiFi Direct, DLNA, горячая точка Bluetooth 5.0 , A2DP, LE, aptX HD GPS Yes, with A-GPS, GLONASS, BDS, GALILEO NFC Yes Radio No USB USB Type-C 3.1 Features fingerprint sensors (rear mounting), accelerometer, gyroscope, proximity, compass, battery barometer Type Li-Ion 2700 mAh, unspoiled charging
Fast charging (limited to 10.5W) We cannot guarantee that the information on this page is 100% correct. More Review360 View Pictures Compare Views of Pixel 2 Phone (2017) by... Google Pixel 2, 64GB, Obviously ... Google Pixel 2 GSM/CDMA... Google Pixel 2 64GB Unlocked... While the Google Pixel 2 has been
surpassed by the Google Pixel 3, it remains a solid Android device at a lower price than its successor - perhaps even the affordable Google Pixel 3a. The old phone follows the design of Google's ethos, proving that two (or three, or four) rear cameras are not always better than the one on the phone - the photos it takes,
which is good, and we have evidence below. This is the superb Google software that pushes this Android Pie phone - now able to launch a beta version of Android - to take down some of the most promising photos we've seen. While you don't get an optical telephoto zoom, or one of the new-fashioned ultra-lenses, the
software's primacy means that one pixel 2 rear lens will get better over time. Looking for a deal? Here are the best Google Pixel 2 dealsWhat's more, this year's update faster, and adds a new way to call Google Assistant: just squeeze the sides of your phone to run your new AI buddy. It sounds like a trick, but it's easier
than accidentally bumping another other Click like the Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus and the upcoming Note 9.Watch our design and screen review of the Google Pixel 2 series below. The Pixel 2, with its 5-inch screen, is unlike the future of smartphones, except for its unfortunate lack of a 3.5mm headphone jack. It doesn't
have one, so you're going to want a couple of our best Bluetooth headphones for that. It doesn't look as slick as the simultaneously launched Google Pixel 2 XL, which has an edge-to-edge 6-inch display and a modern date-high 18:9 ratio sides. The standard Pixel 2 is pretty bezel-heavy. Of course, now we know that it
has brighter colors and no sign of the screen burn in trouble as its larger counterpart. The Pixel 2 may actually be the first ever case better than a pity. Read more: Google Pixel 3 XLCheck from our list of the best Google Pixel 2 casesThe framing won't bother you if you want a phone that is a one-handed friendly size,
runs Google's smart software, and has a fantastic camera that will make your friends - even your Samsung-owners friends - jealous. Google's camera is only sometimes better than the Samsung camera and Huawei P20 and P20 Pro ... But not always. The video footage we've always found to be better at Google Pixel 2.
It can only better rumored Google Pixel 3, but don't expect the phone until October.Plain and just, Pixel 2 for people who favor functionality over fashion. Update: Google Pixel 2 remains one of our favorite phones in 2018 - despite some technical reliability problems at launch - for one reason: it has an amazing camera
and starts with a normal smartphone price. And it's recently gotten even better thanks to Google Awakening Pixel Visual Core, a co-processor phone dedicated to the image, in the February release of the software. It keeps getting better though as Google has released a beta version of Android P. Your only problem may
be finding one in stock. Be sure to check out our hand-picked Google Pixel 2 deals to find the best value. Starts at $649/AU$1,079 for the 64GB modelAnnounced on October 4, shipped Thursday, October 19In the U.S., try Verizon if the Google Store still has a delaysThe Google Pixel 2 price does not increase year after
year, since its outdated design, it is not up to step with the competition. It's amazing for the phone, announced October 4, and the release date 19.It costs $649/629 euros/AU $1,079 for the 64GB version, and $749/729/AU $1,229 for the 128GB configuration. In the U.S., this phone is sold under contract through Verizon
only among carriers, but don't worry, ordering it from the Google Store will mean that it works on all networks, including ATT, T-Mobile and Sprint.New Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL photo examples of Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL have the same camera, and our very own Cameron Faulkner was both on honeymoon to give us an
example of people outside the lab testing. some of the shots below and then continue to read the review. Image 1 of 8Image 2 of 8Image 3 of 8Image 4 4 5 of the 8Image 6 of the 8Image 7 of the 8Image 8 size 8DesignGreat and the cute designSqueeze side to launch Google AssistantWaterproof, but not the 3.5 mm
headphone jack Google Pixel 2 has a cute size and aesthetic if you can look past the fact that the phone will not waze you with the front screen. It has a futuristic camera, but the design has a distinctly last year feel to it. It fits easily into one hand due to its palm dimensions and light weight. A few years ago it would have
been considered a phablet, but today, next to the Note 8, it is an Android phone of normal size. Most will be able to control the one-handed operation of their 5-inch screen, something that is literally high order with a 6-inch Pixel 2 XL. Both new Pixel phones are now IP67 waterproof (meaning they can survive underwater
up to 1m or 3.3 feet down for an hour) and keep the glass-and-metal design on the back, albeit with less glass to the top compared to their predecessors. The fingerprint scanner has been moved - don't worry, it's not out of the center, like on Samsung's new phones - on the textured aluminum part of the back, while the
camera stays on the glass part, and has a protective ring around it now. You won't find a headphone jack on this phone, nor even a USB-C inside the box - it only comes with a simple 3.5mm to USB-C adapter. Google may have done some research and realized that you probably own better headphones than the ones it
usually delivers for free - plus, that's all the more reason for you to buy into these Pixel Buds that just started, right? The music on this phone sounds great through headphones and we even enjoyed listening to music through double front stereo speakers. Yes, there's the odd ticking noise from some Pixel 2 speakers, but
Google promises software to fix the problem. Front stereo speakers have become a rarity among smartphones, which too often walk on-board sound from the bottom of the phone through a single speaker. Having them increases the size of the top and bottom bezel, but the stereo speakers are part of the functionality
over the fashion compromise we're talking about. The Pixel 2 also acquires a feature from HTC U11 called EdgeSense. The compression side of the phone launches Google Assistant, which, in our experience, came in handy, and it's much better than adding a dedicated AI button - Samsung uses such a button for its
Bixby assistant, and we can't stop accidentally clicking it on the Galaxy S8 and Note 8.The LG G7 Thin uses for the Google Assistant button, which at least leads to our favorite AI. But this compression function is better (and not so easy to accidentally click). Our only complaint is that Google won't let you customize this
compressed feature to open the camera or other app of your choice. Pixel 2 comes in three colors: just black, decidedly white, Kinda Blue. Our gallery is clearly the white model below. Image 1 of 6Image 2 of 6Image 3 of 6Image 4 of 6Image 5 of 6Image 6Image 6 6 HD 1080p screen bright and colorfulThick framing
make it a far cry from the all-screen phoneThe best choice for Google Daydream VRThe 5-inch Google Pixel 2 display looks great for Full HD, but it's also boring at the same time. It's bright and colorful, though not as rich as The Best-in-Class Samsung Smartphone Screen. Which distracts its ratio of screen to body, with
large flank screen frames on all sides. This is even more noticeable in 2018 with so many all-screen Android phones around, including more Google Pixel 2 XL - and it's especially distracting when the standard trio on-screen buttons are sometimes displayed in a black bar that eats into your precious screen space. The
display works fine with Google Daydream, but it's less than ideal given the fact that you can see individual pixels at 1080p. The headset really calls for a quad HD display from the Pixel 2 XL. We loved the new always on display, which shows date, time and notification icons, and overdue dual tap on wake-up screen
functionality. It is now much easier to see what is happening to your phone before waking it up. You just have to go beyond framing, and the fact that putting Google Pixel 2 in the case makes the outline seem even more pronounced. Pronounced. google pixel 2 xl. google pixel 2 specs. google pixel 2 xl case. google pixel
2 case. google pixel 2 release date. google pixel 2 battery replacement. google pixel 2 xl screen replacement. google pixel 2 price
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